Fast feedback control involves two independent processes utilizing knowledge of limb dynamics.
Corrective muscle responses occurring 50-100 ms after a mechanical perturbation are tailored to the mechanical features of the limb and its environment. For example, the evoked response by the shoulder's extensor muscle counters an imposed shoulder torque, rather than local shoulder motion, by integrating motion information from the shoulder and elbow appropriate for their dynamic interaction. Previous studies suggest that arm muscle activity within this epoch, alternately termed the R2/3 response, or long-latency reflex, reflects the summed result of two distinct components: an activity-dependent component which scales with the background muscle activity, and a task-dependent component which scales with the required vigor of the behavioral task. Here we examine how the knowledge of limb dynamics expressed during the shoulder muscle's R2/3 epoch is related to these two functional components. Subjects countered torque steps applied to their shoulder and/or elbow under different conditions of background torque and target size to recruit the activity-dependent and task-dependent component in varying degrees. Experiment 1 involved four torque perturbations, two levels of background torques and two target sizes; this design revealed that both background torque and target size impacted the shoulder's R2/3 activity, indicative of knowledge of limb dynamics. Experiment 2 involved two perturbation torques, five levels of background torque and two target sizes; this design demonstrated that the two factors had an independent impact on the R2/3 activity indicative of knowledge of limb dynamics. We conclude that a sophisticated feature of upper limb feedback control reflects the summation of two processes having a common capability.